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Dynamics of the Eley-Rideal (ER) abstraction of H2 from W(110) is analyzed by means of quasi-
classical trajectory calculations. Simulations are based on two different molecule-surface potential
energy surfaces (PES) constructed from Density Functional Theory results. One PES is obtained by
fitting, using a Flexible Periodic London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato (FPLEPS) functional form, and the
other by interpolation through the corrugation reducing procedure (CRP). Then, the present study
allows us to elucidate the ER dynamics sensitivity on the PES representation. Despite some sizable
discrepancies between both H+H/W(110) PESs, the obtained projectile-energy dependence of the
total ER cross sections are qualitatively very similar ensuring that the main physical ingredients are
captured in both PES models. The obtained distributions of the final energy among the different
molecular degrees of freedom barely depend on the PES model, being most likely determined by
the reaction exothermicity. Therefore, a reasonably good agreement with the measured final vibra-
tional state distribution is observed in spite of the pressure and material gaps between theoretical and
experimental conditions. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4885139]

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of hydrogen with metal surfaces is of
great importance in several domains of research like hetero-
geneous catalysis, hydrogen storage, plasma physics, etc. In
particular, the (H+H2)/W system is of current technologi-
cal interest in the context of the ITER experimental fusion
reactor,1–3 as tungsten is the main candidate for use in the
divertors of the tokamaks. More generally, the many elemen-
tary processes that take place in the (H+H2)/W interface are
highly relevant, and remain a hot topic after almost a century
of intense research.4

A tungsten surface exposed to a gas of atomic and/or
molecular hydrogen will be quickly covered by H atoms.
Then, an impinging H atom coming from the gas phase
(named in the following projectile) can react with a second H
atom adsorbed on the surface (named target) to form a desorb-
ing H2 molecule. The mechanism through which this molec-
ular recombination process takes place in a quasi-unique col-
lision is known as Eley-Rideal (ER).5 The ER mechanism is
often considered as a short time process which prevents a siz-
able energy exchange between the impinging atom and the
surface.

The total energy (internal plus translational) of H2
molecules formed through the ER mechanism is ∼ DH2− EH + Eproj , where DH2

is the binding energy of H2, EH

is the H adsorption energy (for metal surfaces, 2.4 eV �
EH � 2.9 eV), and Eproj is the initial kinetic energy of the
projectile. Thus, the total energy of the nascent molecules
varies between Eproj+1.85 eV and Eproj+2.35 eV, depending

a)Electronic mail: r.petuya@ism.u-bordeaux1.fr

on the metal surface. This energy is distributed into trans-
lational and internal degrees of freedom, in fractions that
depend on the dynamics of the ER process. Thus, to pre-
dict/understand the rovibrational-state population distribution
of H2 usually measured for (H+H2) mixtures in contact with a
metal surface,6–10 molecular dynamics simulations of the ER
abstraction process are required.

The dynamics of ER abstraction using quasi-classical tra-
jectories (QCT) has been extensively studied during the last
15 years.11–26 Results of classical trajectory calculations have
been found in reasonable agreement with those of quantum
scattering simulations for ER abstraction involving hydrogen
atoms in reduced dimension models.12, 13, 20, 23, 25–36 Early dy-
namical studies of the H+H/W ER process made use of two-
dimensional (2D) model potential energy surfaces (PES), de-
pending on the altitude of the molecule above the surface
and the H-H distance, representing only a collinear geometry
where the projectile impinges on top of the target atom.11, 37

More recently, Rutigliano and Cacciatore38 investigated the
ER abstraction process for H+H/W(100) by using a tight
binding approximation for the PES39, 40 that allowed them to
consider explicitly not only the six degrees of freedom of the
H2 but also the dynamical coupling with tungsten phonons.
Still, a word of caution must be given about the accuracy
of the PES employed in the latter study since it predicts the
fourfold hollow site as the most stable for H adsorption, in
contrast with experiments41 and Density Functional Theory
(DFT) calculations42 for which the lowest energy adsorption
site at low H coverage is the bridge site. To what extent such
an error in the PES might affect the outcome of the ER dy-
namics and in particular, the rovibrational-state distribution
of the nascent H2 molecules, is unclear.

0021-9606/2014/141(2)/024701/10/$30.00 © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC141, 024701-1
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Unfortunately, the very small cross sections of the
H+H ER process on metal surfaces (<1 Å2)12, 14, 20, 21, 25, 43–46

hamper the use of Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD)
simulations47–51 that circumvent the errors of any PES-
parametrization method. Therefore, studies of the sensitiv-
ity to the PES parametrization of the ER dynamics are de-
sirable. Accordingly, in this work we report results of quasi-
classical trajectory (QCT) simulations of the H+H/W(110)
ER abstraction process based on two PESs constructed
from DFT total energy data. One of the PESs (hereafter
referred to as FPLEPS) is a result of a global analyti-
cal fitting52, 53 using a generalization54–56 of the London-
Eyring-Polanyi-Sato (LEPS) function57–59 widely used in
the past to investigate H+H ER abstraction processes
on metal surfaces.12, 14, 20, 21, 25, 43, 44, 46 The other PES (here-
after referred to as CRP) has been obtained by interpola-
tion using the corrugation reducing procedure60 which has
been widely used42, 49, 60–74 and successfully gauged against
AIMD results49, 75 of dissociative adsorption probabilities but
scarcely used to investigate ER abstraction processes. It has
to be mentioned that CRP has already been used in the con-
text of recombination process but for modeling the Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism (LH),76 which can be seen as the re-
verse mechanism of dissociative adsorption. In consequence
CRP models determined for dissociative adsorption can be
used straightforwardly without any additional data. As de-
tailed later in the text, the simulation of ER mechanism
is more demanding assuming that more configuration space
data are required (atomic configurations corresponding to
ER entrance channel has to be added in the CRP interpola-
tion scheme). The most common PES determination methods
used in gas-surface dynamics studies have been recently re-
viewed by Gamallo et al. (see Ref. 53 and references therein).
Through the comparison of these PESs obtained with two
types of parametrization methods (fitting procedure vs numer-
ical interpolation scheme), and of the corresponding QCT re-
sults, we analyze the influence of the PES topology on the
total cross sections and the final-state population distribution
of H2 molecules formed through ER reactions on W(110).

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
compare the main properties of the FPLEPS and the CRP
PESs. In Sec. III, we present the results of QCT simulations
of the H+H/W(110) ER abstraction process and we compare
them with available experimental data. Finally, in Sec. IV, we
summarize the conclusions of our study.

II. THE PESS FOR H+H/W(110)

To investigate the influence of the PES topology on the
usual dynamical observables of interest for the ER process
(i.e., the total cross section and the distribution of the total
energy into the various degrees of freedom of the nascent
molecules), two different model PESs have been used in our
simulations. Both PESs have been built to accurately repro-
duce a large set of DFT total energies for the H+H/W(110)
system by means of a fitting procedure in the case of the
FPLEPS, and numerical interpolation in the case of the
CRP. The PESs reproduce properly the most stable atomic
adsorption configuration located very close to the hollow

FIG. 1. (a) Definition of the atomic and molecular coordinates employed in
this work. (b) W(110) surface unit cell with definition of some surface sites
(a = 3.17 Å is the lattice constant of bulk W): T, top (X=0, Y=0); L, long
bridge (X=a/2, Y=0); S, short bridge (X=a/4, Y=a

√
2/4); and H, threefold

hollow (X=a/2, Y=a
√

2/8). The yellow area represents the region where we
have carried out the sampling of the (X, Y) initial position of the projectile in
the QCT calculations.

site (see Fig. 1), Xads = a/2 = 1.585 Å, Yads = 0.145a
√

2
= 0.65 Å, Zads = 1.07 Å, as well as the DFT chemisorption
energy of 3.06 eV. Details about the DFT calculations and
the parametrization procedures employed are given in the Ap-
pendix. The definition of the coordinates used to describe the
atom- and molecule-surface systems throughout this work as
well as a schematic representation of the W(110) surface are
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 illustrates the topology of both PESs (FPLEPS:
upper panels, and CRP: lower panels) by representing

FIG. 2. 2D cuts of the FPLEPS (top) and the CRP (bottom) PESs. The adsor-
bate sits in its equilibrium position and the projectile spans the (X, Z) plane
for Y=a

√
2/8 (left) or the (Y, Z) plane for X = a/2 (right). Full lines (dashed

lines) are positive (negative) isovalues separated by 0.2 eV.
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2D-cuts of the 6D-potential energy in the ER entrance chan-
nel. The target atom is kept fixed in the atomic adsorption
configuration (Xads, Yads, Zads), whereas the projectile is al-
lowed to move on two different planes: left (right) panels cor-
respond to a 2D-cut for the projectile atom in the X,Z (Y,Z)
plane characterized by Y=Yads (X=Xads). Negative values of
the potential energy are indicated by dashed lines (the zero
of the potential energy corresponding to the target in Xads,
Yads, Zads and the projectile located at the infinity of the sur-
face). Figure 2 illustrates the large fraction of the configura-
tion space energetically accessible for the projectile. In par-
ticular, in the (Y, Z)-plane characterized by X = Xads and for
-1 Å ≤Y ≤ 0, the projectile can reach Z values lower than the
Zads allowing the projectile to attack the target from below.
The two PESs are qualitatively very similar. However, close to
the target position, some discrepancies are observed. For the
2D cuts of the PES considered in Fig. 2 we have found root
mean square deviations (RMSD) of the FPLEPS and CRP
PESs (with respect to a set of DFT data not used in the fit-
ting/interpolation procedures) equal to 230 meV and 55 meV,
respectively.

Figure 3 offers a comparison between both PESs and the
Spin Polarized DFT (DFT-SP) data by showing 1D-cuts of the
potential as a function of the projectile altitude for given im-
pact parameters, b, along both X and Y directions. The target
is fixed in the hollow site. For all impact parameters consid-
ered here, b = 0, 0.5, and 1.585 Å along X and Y, the agree-
ment between DFT data and the CRP PES is very good (dis-
crepancies being ≤ 0.1 eV). For small impact parameters, b
= 0 and 0.5 Å, the FPLEPS is not as accurate as the CRP
one. This could be due to the fact that FPLEPS model is, by
construction, based on the fitting of DFT data corresponding
to molecular dissociative adsorption channels and not specif-

FIG. 3. Comparison between the CRP (black lines), the FPLEPS (red lines),
and the DFT SP calculations (blue dots) in the ER entrance channel for im-
pact parameters b = 0, 0.5, and 1.585 Å along X and Y directions.

ically to ER entrance channel fitting. As a consequence, DFT
data for vertical configurations (θ = 0) around the hollow site
were not included in the construction of the FPLEPS (see the
Appendix for more details) following the prescription of the
FPLEPS method exposed elsewhere.54–56 For larger impact
parameters, b = 1.585 Å, both the CRP and FPLEPS are in
good agreement with the DFT data. Finally, as an additional
evaluation of the accuracy of the FPLEPS and CRP PESs in
regions of configuration space relevant for the dynamics, we
have selected a set of ∼ 50 snapshots from 10 reactive trajec-
tories in our QCT calculations (see Sec. III). Then, we evalu-
ated the DFT-SP total energy of these configurations and we
compared them with the values predicted by the FPLEPS and
CRP PESs. The RMSD obtained in this way were 42 meV for
the CRP and 142 meV for the FPLEPS. The FPLEPS fitting
procedure is shown to be less accurate than the CRP inter-
polation scheme for reproducing the DFT calculations point
to point, as already stated in early FPLEPS papers.54–56 Our
comparison of the ER dynamics for both PESs will allow us
to explore the influence of the representation of the potential
on the ER process.

III. DYNAMICS OF H2 ELEY-RIDEAL RECOMBINATION
ON W(110)

A. Methodology and computational details

We investigate normal incidence scattering dynamics of
atomic hydrogen over H-pre-adsorbed W(110) surface within
the Born Oppenheimer Static Surface approximation (BOSS)
model via QCT. Neither electron-hole (e-h) pair excitations,
nor energy dissipation to the surface phonons are taken into
account. Electronic effects have been found negligible in the
recombination of H2 on Cu(111)77 because of the ultrafast
reaction time. Coupling to phonons are also expected to be
small due to the large mass mismatch.15, 78

The initial conditions for QCT simulations have been
specified as follows: the target, located in the adsorption
well, is given initial energies and random initial vibrational
phases corresponding to the quasi-classical zero point energy
(ZPE) of each normal mode, calculated within the harmonic
approximation,.18, 20, 26, 36 Alternative Wigner distribution in
the sampling of the target initial conditions have revealed very
little differences from quasi-classical ZPE sampling for the
ER recombination of H2 on graphene.36 The ZPE for vibra-
tional motion normal to the surface is 71 meV (68 meV) for
the CRP (FPLEPS). For parallel motion to the surface, the
ZPE is 47 meV and 60 meV for the CRP respectively for the
X and Y directions, and 55 meV for the FPLEPS on both di-
rections. These values obtained with both PESs are in good
agreement with theoretical79, 80 and experimental81, 82 values
reported previously for H/W(110).

The initial altitude of the projectile, Zproj, is chosen in

the asymptotic region of the potential at 7.0 Å and perpen-
dicular collision energies are sampled within the range 0.1–
5.0 eV. Taking advantage of the symmetry of the H/W(110)
unit cell, the initial coordinates (Xproj,Yproj) of the projec-
tile are randomly sampled in the yellow area displayed in
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Fig. 1(b). The ER cross section is thus defined by

σr = 2
∫

D

Pr (Xproj , Yproj ) dXproj dYproj , (1)

D being the integration domain represented as the sampling
area indicated in yellow on Fig. 1(b). Pr(Xproj, Yproj), the two-
dimensional opacity function, is the fraction of trajectories
leading to an ER recombination for a given Xproj and Yproj and
averaged with respect to target initial coordinates and mo-
menta. For each collision energy, 640 000 trajectories have
been computed. ER recombination is considered to take place
whenever both hydrogen atoms reach the initial altitude of the
projectile with a positive H2 center-of-mass momentum along
Z, an inter-atomic distance r ≤ 2.2 Å after only one rebound
of the diatom center-of-mass along the trajectory.83, 84

In order to compare our results with experimental data,10

we have also performed QCT calculations using a generalized
Langevin oscillator (GLO) model85–89 to account for surface
temperature effects and energy exchange with phonons.83, 84

However, we have found that adding such ingredients in the
dynamics simulations barely alter the results obtained within
the rigid surface approximation (at least, as far as the total ER
reaction cross sections and products energy distributions are
concerned).

B. Results and discussion

In Fig. 4, the ER recombination cross sections obtained
with the FPLEPS and CRP PESs are presented as a function
of the initial kinetic energy of the projectile, Eproj. The Eproj-
dependence of both ER cross sections is very similar. First,
they slightly increase with increasing Eproj up to 2 eV and
then, decrease when Eproj increases. These cross sections re-

main low (maxima between 0.14 and 0.20 Å2 for the FPLEPS
and CRP PES, respectively), as already shown for H2 recom-
bination on metal surfaces (see, e.g., Refs. 14, 21, and 23).
In the end, the differences between both PESs, discussed in
Sec. II, seem to barely affect the dynamics.

FIG. 4. Eley-Rideal recombination Cross Section, (Å2), as a function of the
initial kinetic energy of the projectile, Eproj (eV).

FIG. 5. Opacity maps obtained for dynamics simulations performed with the
FPLEPS PES model: (a) (X, Y) initial positions of projectiles for trajectories
leading to ER abstraction at three projectile energies (0.1, 1.0, and 2.8 eV),
(b) (X, Y) rebound positions of projectiles for the same trajectories. For clarity
only 1/5 of the trajectories have been represented.

For a better understanding of this result it is convenient
to compare the opacity maps obtained with the FPLEPS and
the CRP which are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for three differ-
ent values of Eproj: 0.1, 1.0, and 2.8 eV. In the upper panels,
we represent the initial X, Y coordinates of the projectile for
trajectories leading to ER recombination. In the lower pan-
els, we show the X, Y coordinates of the points where the Z
component of the projectile velocity changes from negative
to positive (i.e., when the projectile rebounds).

The opacity maps obtained for both PES compare well:
ER recombination is more likely to take place for similar ini-
tial positions of the projectile. Interestingly, only a minority
of the reactive trajectories correspond to the projectile im-
pinging on top of the initial position of the target atom in a
collinear geometry. This clearly shows that the contribution of
this particular initial condition to the ER total cross section is
marginal. Moreover, the rebound position of the projectile for
reactive trajectories starting near adsorption site are in gen-
eral shifted away this site. Thus, the great majority of the ER
abstraction events take place after a rebound of the projectile
on a surface atom prior to recombination with the target. The
main effect of this strong projectile/surface atom interaction
is the redirection of the projectile towards the target favoring
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FIG. 6. Idem Fig. 5 but for dynamics simulations performed with the CRP
PES.

the recombination and molecular abstraction in a rather di-
rect process (after only one rebound of the projectile). Such
a mechanism involving first a direct collision of the projec-
tile with surface atoms explains why the rebound positions
for reactive trajectories are focused near lines joining the tar-
get equilibrium position with its closest surrounding surface
atoms.

As a result, opacity maps for rebound positions are in
very good agreement when comparing the two PESs. How-
ever, dynamics on both PESs is not straightforwardly compa-
rable trajectory per trajectory. Comparison is only meaningful
by looking at groups of trajectories and under this considera-
tion CRP and FPLEPS exhibit same dynamical behaviors.

An analysis of the projectile rebound position in Z, for
reactive trajectories, is shown in Fig. 7 for the CRP PES case
(at 0.1, 1.0, and 2.8 eV). The results for the FPLEPS PES (not
shown) are very similar. As expected, the Z coordinate of the
rebound position decreases when Eproj increases but even for
the lowest energy considered (Eproj = 0.1 eV) most of the
rebounds of the projectile take place below or around Zads
∼ 1.1 Å. These results indicate that most ER recombination
events take place for the projectile attacking the target from
below or from the side after a first collision with one of the
surface atoms closest to the target.

FIG. 7. Distribution of the Z coordinate of the rebound position vector of the
projectile obtained in the QCT calculations using the CRP PES.

In Fig. 8, the mean final translational energy, together
with mean rotational and vibrational energies of the recom-
bined H2 molecules are displayed as a function of Eproj. Ro-
tationally and vibrationally excited products are observed,
as expected for a process whose exothermicity is ∼1.8 eV.
Such rovibrational excitations increase when the initial ki-
netic energy of the projectile increases. Nevertheless, the ma-
jor part of the energy remains in translational motion. Such
results compare well with studies of H2 recombination on
other metal surfaces.14, 19 Dynamical observables reveal a
semi-quantitative agreement for both CRP-PESs and FPLEPS
(lower than 20% relative differences), thus suggesting that
the dynamics bears similarities, regardless the discrepancies
highlighted above.

The vibrational state distribution of H2 molecules re-
combining on a polycrystalline W sample, which were mea-
sured by Markelj et al.,10 are displayed in Fig. 9. Experi-
mentally, atom recombination was observed in a cell where
a tungsten sample was exposed to hydrogen atoms result-
ing from hydrogen molecules dissociation on a hot tungsten
filament. The atomic gas temperature was estimated to be
∼2000 K whereas the tungsten surface sample temperature
was maintained to ∼300 K. Vibrationally highly excited hy-
drogen molecules (up to v = 9) were observed. Such strong
excitations were attributed to ER recombination with H atoms
adsorbed in low energy binding sites of the polycrystalline
tungsten surface. Such results gave comparable results with
former experiments.6–8 However it is worth mentioning that
the population of excited levels higher than v = 3 is very small
(<1.5 10−3).

To compare with experiments, vibrational state distri-
butions have been computed by thermal averaging normal
collision energy resolved results in the limit of normal and
total energy scaling.90 Both limits give almost identical re-
sults as vibrational state distributions depend weakly on col-
lision energy, in particular for Eproj > 0.1 eV leading to
non-negligible cross-sections. Hereafter, we only consider the
normal energy scaling limit. As apparent from Fig. 9, QCT re-
sults, computed within the standard binning method,91 are in
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FIG. 8. Final translational (upper panel), rotational (middle), and vibrational
(lower panel) final energies of the H2 recombined molecules as a function of
Eproj.

remarkable agreement with experiments up to v = 5 vibra-
tional state for the FPLEPS PES. The choice of the binning
procedure for vibrational action92, 93 has negligible influence
on vibrational state distribution. In view of the simplifications
of the present theoretical treatment, such a good agreement
might result from a cancellation of error. The experiments use
polycrystalline W samples (including defects) and might be
sensitive to “Hot Atom” (HA) processes whereas our simu-
lations are restricted to ultrafast abstraction in the zero cov-
erage limit off a perfect W(110) surface. However, these re-

FIG. 9. Relative vibrational populations of the produced molecules. Results
for the Extended-CRP are in black squares and for the FPLEPS in red squares
whereas experiments results10 are in blue dots. Lines are drawn to guide the
eye. For clarity of the figure, experimental results for excitations higher than
v = 6 are not represented.

sults might suggest the vibrational distribution of H2 molecule
resulting from ER abstraction is weakly sensitive to surface
symmetry. Additional studies for H+H/W(100) are currently
underway to address the role of surface symmetry as well
as isotope effects. The CRP PES leads to a somewhat hotter
vibrational distribution, but with comparable trend. For both
PESs, the ER process leads to molecules vibrationally hotter
than the gas in contact with the W sample (∼2000 K), be-
cause 20%-30% of the total initial energy is driven into vibra-
tion. Interestingly, the population of the lowest 4 vibrational
levels are in reasonable agreement with experiments. In any
case, the comparison with experiments must be made with
caution because additional ingredients not considered in the
present dynamics simulations might be necessary: e.g., ab-
straction from other faces of W in the polycrystalline sample,
H-coverage effects, and the role of HA.

In this perspective, the apparent better agreement of the
FPLEPS with experiments does not allow to conclude on a
better performance of this PES representation.

Besides, our results are hardly comparable with previ-
ous works.11, 37, 94 Indeed, in such previous works, because
of the little rotational excitation experimentally observed in
earlier experiments,6 ER cross section was assumed to pro-
ceed via collinear vertical collision between both H atoms. In
the present 6D calculations, the collinear case, as for most of
H+H/metal systems with high binding energies,13, 14, 23 con-
tributes to less than 5% of the recombination cross section
and rotational excitation is as high as vibrational one. As
in other systems,83, 84 ER recombination is found to mainly
occur via collision with surface atoms prior to recombina-
tion underlying the fact that the representation of the PES
has to be accurate more specifically in ER entrance chan-
nels corresponding to large impact parameters where both
PES are in really good agreement to DFT energies (see Fig. 3
at b = 1.585 Å).
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IV. CONCLUSION

The Eley-Rideal (ER) abstraction dynamics of H2 on
W(110) has been analyzed through Quasi Classical Trajec-
tory (QCT) calculations. We have used two potential en-
ergy surfaces (PESs) obtained with different parametrization
methods based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) data:
the interpolation corrugation reducing procedure (CRP), and
the fitting to a Flexible Periodic London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sato
(FPLEPS) functional form. The obtained ER cross sections,
final translational, rotational, and vibrational energies of the
formed molecules are similar in spite of some sizable dis-
crepancies between both PESs, in particular for small impact
parameters of the projectile. In contrast with the usual belief,
the PES features corresponding to quasi-collinear impact ge-
ometry has a minor influence on the ER dynamics. Collisions
with large impact parameters (for which both PESs are more
accurate and agree with each other) contribute more to the ER
process which is most likely to take place after a rebound of
the projectile against a surface atom allowing an attack from
the back on the target atom. Finally, also important is the role
played by the reaction exothermicity (being equally well rep-
resented by the two PESs used) which determines in great
extent the final energy of the nascent molecules.
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APPENDIX: PES MODEL

1. DFT calculations

The FPLEPS and the CRP PESs, which are presented in
Subsections 2 and 3 of the Appendix, rely on the DFT cal-
culations performed using parameters detailed by Busnengo
et al. in the study of dissociative adsorption of H2 on W(100)
and W(110).42 They were carried out with the Vienna Ab ini-
tio Simulation Package (VASP)95–99 within the slab super-
cell approach and using the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) proposed by Perdew and Wang (PW91) for the
exchange-correlation functional.100 Plane wave basis set is
used for the description of electronic wave functions with a
cut-off energy of 230 eV. Interactions with the atomic cores is
described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials (US).101 A five layers
W slab for which the inter layer distances have been opti-
mized was employed to represent a (2×2) cell with 15 Å vac-
uum space between consecutive slabs. The k-point sampling
of the Brillouin zone made use of a Monkhorst-Pack (5×5×1)
grid and an electron smearing of σ = 0.4 eV was introduced.
To extend the CRP PES of Ref. 42, both non-spin polar-
ized (NSP) and spin polarized (SP) DFT calculations were
required. Indeed, the description of the ER entrance channel
(the target atom adsorbed in its equilibrium position and the
projectile atom approaching from the gas phase) requires tak-

ing into account the spin magnetization of the impinging H
atom. The initial magnetization of the H projectile atom re-
sults equal to 1 μB far from the surface and gradually falls
down to 0 μB when the atom gets close to the surface.

2. The FPLEPS PES

The FPLEPS analytical functional form54–56 was re-
cently developed to extend the validity of the periodic
LEPS7, 44, 101–105 to the description of strongly corrugated
diatom-surface interactions. The six-dimensional potential
V 6D(rHA

, rHB
) of the two H atoms over an infinite and pe-

riodic surface is expressed as a function of the two coordinate
vectors rHA

(XA, YA,ZA) and rHB
(XB, YB,ZB) (see Fig. 1) in

a coordinate system with the origin on a topmost layer surface
atom:

V 6D(rHA
, rHB

) = UH
A
W (rHA

) + UH
B
W (rHB

)

+UH2

(∥∥rHA
− rHB

∥∥)
− (

Q2
H2

(∥∥rHA
− rHB

∥∥)

+ (
QH

A
W

(
rHA

) + QH
B
W

(
rHB

))2

−QH2

(∥∥rHA
− rHB

∥∥)(
QH

A
W

(
rHA

)

+QH
B
W

(
rHB

))) 1
2

+Ag exp

[
−

(
ZCM − Z0

g

)2

σ 2
g

]
, (A1)

where Ui and Qi are the Coulomb and exchange integrals for
the two body terms respectively (i stands for H2, HAW , and
HBW ). ZCM is the altitude of the center of mass (CM) of
the molecule. Ag, Z0

g , and σ g are the parameters of a Gaus-
sian function which has been originally introduced to cor-
rectly fit multiple barrier structures appearing in 2D-(ZCM, r)
DFT cuts describing dissociative adsorption. Ag is the am-
plitude, Z0

g and σ g, respectively the position of the maxi-
mum/minimum and a parameter controlling the width of the
Gaussian function. When the bonding and anti-bonding states
of the two body terms are approximated with Morse and anti-
Morse functions, Ui and Qi read:

Ui = Di

4(1 + �i)

[
(3 + �i) exp

( − 2αi

(
di − d

eq

i

))

− (2 + 6�i) exp
( − αi

(
di − d

eq

i

))]
(A2)

Qi = Di

4(1 + �i)

[
(1 + 3�i) exp

( − 2αi

(
di − d

eq

i

))

− (6 + 2�i) exp
( − αi

(
di − d

eq

i

))]
(A3)

with di = ‖rHB
− rHA

‖ for i = H2 and di = ZA (ZB) for

i = HAW (HBW ). Di, αi, and d
eq

i are the Morse parame-
ters, determined by least square fitting of DFT points. For
HAW and HBW interactions, such parameters are expanded
in Fourier series adapted to the (110) symmetry of the bcc
crystal. The Sato parameters, �H

A
W (=�H

B
W ) and �H2

de-
scribe the strong interaction region of the PES. The Gaussian
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function and Sato parameters depend not only on the orien-
tation of the molecule with respect to the surface, defined by
the two angles θ and φ (see Fig. 1) but also on the lateral
position of the CM of the molecule (XCM, YCM). Such pa-
rameters are computed by a least-square fitting of the two-
dimensional 2D-(ZCM, r) DFT cuts, where r is the interatomic
distance (r = ‖rHA

− rHB
‖), on high symmetry sites. The an-

gular interpolation over (θ , φ) is performed using a symmetry
adapted expansion of trigonometric functions and a Fourier
series is employed to describe the (X, Y) dependence of the
molecular parameters (Gaussian an Sato parameters). The
molecular parameters were fitted on 2D-(ZCM, r) DFT cuts
computed by Busnengo et al.42 The details for the implemen-
tation of the FPLEPS can be found in Ref. 56. The FPLEPS
is thus not specifically fitted in the ER entrance channel but is
asymptotically correct by construction.

The original building procedure of the FPLEPS has been
followed so the Sato and Gaussian parameters are fitted on
high symmetry sites.54–56

3. The CRP PES

The CRP relies on the fact that most of the strong cor-
rugation of the molecule-surface PESs is due to the atom-
surface interaction. Therefore, it is convenient to decompose
the full 6D PES as the sum of the atom-surface potentials and
a remaining six-dimensional function usually called 6D inter-
polation function. In the case of H2/W(110), the 6D PES can
be written as:

VH2/W (110)(XCM, YCM,ZCM, r, θ, φ)

= IH2/W (110)(XCM, YCM,ZCM, r, θ, φ)

+VH/W (110)(XA, YA,ZA)

+VH/W (110)(XB, YB,ZB), (A4)

where VH/W (110) is the atom-surface potential, and IH2/W (110)

is the interpolation function. The use of Eq. (A4) allows one
to interpolate IH2/W (110) and VH/W (110) instead of the full po-
tential. On the one hand, the interpolation of the atom-surface
potential is relatively simple because of its 3D character, and
on the other hand, IH2/W (110)) is a much smoother function of
XCM, YCM,θ , and φ than the full potential. Thus, even a rela-
tively small number 2D cuts-(ZCM, r) allow an accurate inter-
polation of the interpolation function over the remaining four
molecular coordinates (see Refs. 60 and 62 for a full descrip-
tion of the CRP method).

Though the corrugation reducing strategy is valid
throughout the six-dimensional molecule-surface configura-
tion space and so, suitable to investigate any reactive or un-
reactive molecule-surface process, the CRP method has been
mostly applied to study dissociative adsorption. In the case
of singlet-ground-state molecules (e.g., H2 and N2) on non-
magnetic surfaces, dissociative adsorption takes place entirely
in a region of configuration space where NSP calculations
provide a reliable description of the molecule-surface PES.
Thus, for H2/W(110) the CRP PESs of Ref. 42 was built from
NSP DFT results only. However, as mentioned above, the en-

trance channel of Eley-Rideal reactions is characterized by the
presence of a single atom far from the surface which requires
SP DFT calculations.44 In the particular case of H2 interact-
ing with W(110) (and other non-magnetic metal surfaces44),
SP DFT calculations are required whenever the interatomic
distance r � 1.6 Å and at least one of the atoms is relatively
far from the surface, e.g., for Z � 2.6 Å. Therefore, we have
carried out extra SP DFT atom-surface calculations for
Z > 2.6 Å and molecule-surface calculations for 1.6 Å ≤ r
≤ 3 Å.

In the case of the SP atom-surface potential, V SP
H/W (110),

we have carried out a direct interpolation (using 3D cubic
splines) of the SP data because for Z > 2.6 Å the atom-surface
PES corrugation is relatively weak. Then, an asymptotically
correct atom-surface potential for H/W(110), VH/W (110), was
obtained as follows:

VH/W (110)(X, Y,Z) = V NSP
H/W (110)(X, Y,Z)fα,β (Z)

+V SP
H/W (110)(X, Y,Z)[1 − fα,β (Z)],

(A5)

where V NSP
H/W (110) is the NSP atom-surface PES of Ref. 42 and

fα, β(Z) a smooth switch off function equal to 1 (0) for Z ≤ α

(Z ≥ β).
The SP molecule-surface DFT data were interpolated

also using the CRP and assuming that for r > 1.6 Å, IH2/W (110)

only depends on r,ZCM,θ . This is justified by the fact that for
large r values, IH2/W (110) becomes less dependent on the lat-
eral position and azimuthal orientation of the H2 molecule and
approaches to zero (see Eq. (A4)). Thus, we have only car-
ried out SP DFT calculations on the long bridge site (Fig. 1)
for the perpendicular (θ = 0) and a parallel (θ = π /2,φ
= π /2) configuration. Then, the molecule-surface SP inter-
polation function, I SP

H2/W (110), was written as:

I SP
H2/W (110)(r, ZCM, θ )

=
[
A(r, ZCM )

2
+ B(r, ZCM )

2
cos(2θ )

]
fγ,δ(r) (A6)

being

A(r, ZCM ) = V SP (θ = 0) + V SP (θ = π/2, φ = π/2)
(A7)

B(r, ZCM ) = V SP (θ = 0) − V SP (θ = π/2, φ = π/2),

γ = 2.75 Å, and δ = 3.0 Å. Thus, for r ≥ 3 Å the SP PES is
simply the sum of the two atom-surface potentials (Eq. (A5)).
The full SP molecule-surface PES can be computed using
Eq. (A4). It is worth to emphasize that in spite of the 3D char-
acter of I SP

H2/W (110), the corresponding SP PES obtained for

r ≥ 1.6 Å is six dimensional due to the presence of the atom-
surface potentials. Finally, the 6D PES of H2/W (110) was
approximated by

VH2/W (110)(XCM, YCM,ZCM, r, θ, φ)

= V NSP
H2/W (110)(XCM, YCM,ZCM, r, θ, φ)fχ,ρ(r)

+V SP
H2/W (110)(XCM, YCM,ZCM, r, θ, φ)[1 − fχ,ρ(r)]

(A8)
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the H2 dissociative adsorption probabilities as a
function of impact energy, Ei, at normal incidence obtained with the 6D PES
of Ref. 42 (PES-I) and the one presented in the present work (PES-II).

with χ = 1.55 Å and ρ = 1.75 Å. In Eq. (9), V NSP
H2/W (110) is

a NSP molecule-surface PES similar to the one described in
Ref. 42. The only difference between V NSP

H2/W (110) and that of
Ref. 42 is that, in order to improve the description of the
energy of molecular configurations in the entrance channel
of the ER reaction, we have added DFT data for molecular
configurations on three additional surface sites: (XCM, YCM)
= (a/4, a

√
2/8), (a/2, a

√
2/8), and (a/2, 3a

√
2/8) (for θ = 0,

π /4, and π ) as well as new configurations with θ = π /4 on
the high symmetry sites top and long bridge (Fig. 1). Thus,
VH2/W (110) (hereafter referred to as PES-II) is based on 56
molecular configurations (XCM, YCM, θ , φ) whereas the 6D
PES of Ref. 42 (hereafter referred to as PES-I) was based
on only 26 molecular configurations. Interestingly, the disso-
ciative adsorption probabilities obtained with both PESs are
quite similar (Fig. 10) in spite of the large number of addi-
tional data used in the new PES presented in the present work.
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